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Born to
be Wild
While it’s true that rallying can be
unpredictable, there are times when
it can be ‘reliably predictable’. Such
was the case at Brands Hatch at the
MGJ Engineering Winter Stages.
Entering the 1400cc Class A with
nine other cars and looking down
the list, one could ‘reliably predict’
that the orange Vauxhall Nova of
Christopher and Anthony Newton
would win the day. This superb piece
of machinery is one of, possibly the,
most competitive vehicles currently
around, regularly punching above its
weight and leaving many more
powerful cars in its wake as it
continues its thrilling and what
must be exhilarating progress.
Not far behind the Nova would be
Mark and Andrew Constantine’s
Vauxhall Corsa B, another fine
machine which podiums at either
first or second – and has done for
the past 16 years.
And so it proved, the Nova ending
the day 17th overall, while the Corsa

B made the top 30 overall.
This left the other eight cars in the
Class to fight it out for the remaining
podium place, our Micra being one
of them.
Amongst those competing for ‘the
best of the rest’ were six Nissan
Micras, another Vauxhall Corsa
(where the smart money was), and
the Austin Mini of Laura & Duncan
Christmas.
This was an interesting mix – Micras
are ‘predictably reliable’, but do not
have the raw power of the Vauxhalls.
And as all rally car owners like to
modify and push the envelope to
some degree for performance gains
that can lead to ‘unpredictable
reliability’ – but that’s what makes
rallying exciting, right?
Thus, we were in line at Stage 1,
sitting behind car 61, the Micra of
Oliver and Simon Howard, which
was wearing a very smart grey suit
and sporting a bonnet scoop,

The Newtons’ Nova –
a class apart and
approaching Druids

suggesting some engine tinkering
underneath, with some lovely
polycarbonate windows and GRP
panels that Adam and I mused
about getting for our own, heavy
metal car one day.
More musings led to the possibility
that this grey Micra could be the car
to take third place, provided it could
beat the other Vauxhall Corsa of
Sam & Bailey Cox, a GSi variant.
Further down the running order
was another quicker Micra – that of
James Hardy and Nick Wilkins – an
eﬀective pairing that we’ve regularly
competed against.
Therefore, we ‘reliably predicted’
that a mid-table finish for us
wouldn’t come as a surprise, but
finish we must.
The day started chilly, damp and
foggy, particularly so on the way to
the circuit from Wrotham Heath and
it was still hanging by the time we
were underway on the Stage.
Sam & Bailey Cox on their way
to a Vauxhall clean sweep?

The Constantines’ Corsa

We’d elected to run super soft tyres
all round, knowing also that Stage 1
began in the slippery rally school,
and it was a relief to return to
service with no mishaps or
moments, apart from one bad call
from me. The obvious tyre choice
had proved correct as we finished
the stage in third place. Interesting!
Stage 2 was also neat and tidy –
once again our time matching the
Cox’s Corsa. During this stage we’d
passed a grey Micra GRP bonnet,
laying on the tarmac at the tight
hairpin in front of the grandstand.
Oooer!

Kay Thompson & Paul Hudson vs Laura & Duncan Christmas:
The duel of the day in Class A

Just around the hairpin the rest of
the grey Micra was limping along.
Sadly it wasn’t good, as the Howards
retired. It’s gutting to see – much
time, eﬀort and money goes into
rallying only to have it all go wrong
so early in the competition.

The Howards’ Micra – sans bonnet

Meanwhile Kay Thompson and Paul
Hudson in their orange/cream Micra
were trading places with the
Christmases in the Mini.
The start of Stages 3 and 4 were
switched so that now we would be
finishing at the rally school, albeit
still traversing the circuit the wrong
way round.

We were now in the order behind
car 60, a Renault Clio F2000, who
had been posting similar times in
Class C; this gave us the opportunity
to have some clearer stage runs
after the obligatory splits, so it was
important for us to keep up the pace
to make the most of it.
A pretty uneventful two stages

The Subaru that showed us the way – eventually

followed, with the surface drying
and our choice of putting a medium
compound on the front was serving
us well.
Our friends and service neighbours,
Dale and Andrew Lawson in their
MG ZR were going nicely too in Class
B and as our times were comparable
to theirs, we knew by half way that

we were realistically in the hunt for
third place as the Cox’s Corsa wasn’t
making up ground that quickly.

Our bucking Micra –
excited with anticipation
for a meeting with a
Prancing Horse

Hardy & Wilkins had dropped oﬀ a
bit on Stage 3, but came back
strongly on Stage 4, so they couldn’t
be discounted.
An MSN Championship battle royal
had developed behind between the
Christmases and Thompson &
Hudson; this was to last all day with
the Mini being pipped by the Micra
at the end by a single second.
At the tail end, newcomer Alfie
Hammond was enjoying his first
outing at Brands with Peter Williams,
a place behind Tim Richman & Ben
Allwright’s similarly coloured Micra.
Stage 5 was probably our most
eventful. Having been alerted that a
Ferrari 308GTB (nice choice for a
rally car!) had been dropping oil, we
picked our line carefully at the start.

this would cost us valuable time.

Seeing double? Is it a bird? Is it a plane?
No. It’s Hardy & Wilkins

brought under control. Needless to
say Dale didn’t follow fatherly advice
and wisely did his own thing instead!

The Lawsons – keen to do their own thing

This turned into a comedy of errors.
The Lawsons, who were two cars
back from us on the start line were
discussing how good our starts had
been as they’d seen them all day so
far, with Andrew advising Dale to
“follow what Adam does”.
No sooner had he said this, we were
away – our car immediately zigged
to the right, narrowly missing the
merge cones and, as Adam overcorrected, the car zagged left and
pin-balled back and forth to the first
bend, when finally the car was

Our first lap had a hairy moment
through the nadgery bits around the
pits when, after exiting the third
chicane right up behind a Subaru,
we expected it to pull away. It didn’t.
Adam made a quick correction to
avoid its rear end and was just
upside the Subaru, and then it
decided to get its act together and
promptly left us for dead.
At more or less the same point on
the third lap we had caught the
Ferrari, but it also left us for dead
exiting the third chicane. We caught
it again at the next hairpin and we
realised this would be a problem for
the rest of the stage as after the split
we’d have to follow it all the way to
the the rally stage and beyond and

Alfie Hammond & Peter Williams
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Adam made a determined eﬀort and
chased it all the way, the only air
between us being from a square
right in the paddock to the rally
school gate. This was short lived as
we were locked end to end through
the meandering rally track, Adam
skilfully taking his only opportunity
about four bends from home. Phew!
This was a real daymaker though as
the following Stage 6 was a clear run
and we posted the second fastest
time in the Class – a mere 12
seconds behind the Newtons’ Nova
and beating the Constantines’ Corsa
by two seconds and matching the
resurgent Corsa of the Coxs’.
Having now consolidated our third
position – one that we held all day –
all that was left for us to do on the
two dark stages of 7 & 8 to see it out
was to ‘just drive round’ as Adam
nonchalantly puts it. This we did and
we came home 3rd in Class.
I’m not sure who would have
‘reliably predicted’ that, but we’re
very grateful for our ‘predictably
reliable’ Micra.

Tim Richman & Ben Allwright

Ray Ripper, Co-Driver

